
Solid pivot hoist with extra lifting height and 
touch&move driving support

Safe and comfortable for both patient and caregiver

GentleMOVE

passive hoist

GentleMOVE touch&move 3.1

Spreader bars

4-point tilting spreader bar

2-point spreader bar

Optional

Weighing unit
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The touch&move driving support makes working 

with the hoist easier and physically less demanding 

for the caregiver. A gentle push against the push 

handle is enough to activate the additional wheel 

under the hoist. This makes it easier to set the 

hoist in motion and to manoeuvre in small spaces. 

touch&move is a smart solution for tackling physical 

strain, reducing the risk of physical complaints. 

The width of the electrically spreadable legs is 

easy to adjust in a silent way. The GentleMOVE

has a four-point electric tilting spreader bar with 

fl exible spacers. Suitable for a wide range of slings 

with clips. The GentleMOVE can also be fi tted 

with a two-point spreader bar for slings with loops 

and is optionally available with a weighing unit for 

weighing patients easily on a regular basis. 

The GentleMOVE is a passive hoist for moving patients safely and comfortably. The rotating 

lifting arm provides extra lifting height, especially when the hoist is driven from the front. In 

combination with the lengthwise movable spreader bar, the patient can be positioned right at the 

back of the chair.

MAXIMUM LIFTING WEIGHT   200 kg



Specifi cations
Highest position lifting arm 216 cm

Lifting arm height at maximum reach  145 cm

Lowest position lifting arm 78 cm

Height of the legs 11.5 cm

Space under the legs 6 cm

Reach lifting arm at highest position 38.5 cm

Reach lifting arm at lowest position 34 cm

Maximum reach lifting arm 66.5 cm

Full length 141 cm

Height push handle 120 cm

Minimum total height 146 cm

Maximum total height 220 cm

Maximum width 120 cm

Internal width at maximum spread 105 cm

Minimum width 70 cm

Internal width at minimum spread 60 cm

Maximum turning radius 163.5 cm

Total weight 85 kg

Duration of complete lifting movement 42 sec

Maximum lifting weight 200 kg

* The GentleMOVE hoist is also available with a 2-point spreader bar.

GentleMOVE

passive hoist

www.joyincare.com

Intuitive touch&move driving support

Rotating lifting arm

Detachable hand control  

4-point tilting spreader bar 
with fl exible spacers*

Closed double swivel castors 

 Powerful and 
long-lasting batteries

 Push handle 
with sensors

 Control panel with 
‘proper usage’ indication

Sti� ener case

Low and silent 
electrically adjustable legs

Robust chassis


